THE AMERICAN FOUNDATION SECONDARY SCHOOL
DESCRIPTION OF GIRLS’ UNIFORM
SESSION : 2016 – 2017
CAMPUS - III

SCHOOL UNIFORM FOR SUMMER

JOINED SKIRT BLOUSE  LIGHT AND DARK AMERICAN BLUE
SHALWAR           LIGHT AMERICAN BLUE
DUPATTA           DARK AMERICAN BLUE
SCARF             LIGHT AMERICAN BLUE
HAIR BAND         DARK AMERICAN RED
SOCKS             WHITE
SHOES             BLACK, BATA SCHOOL SHOES

SCHOOL UNIFORM FOR WINTER

JOINED SKIRT BLOUSE  LIGHT AND DARK AMERICAN BLUE
SHALWAR           LIGHT AMERICAN BLUE
DUPATTA           DARK AMERICAN BLUE
SCARF             LIGHT AMERICAN BLUE
CARDIGAN   DARK AMERICAN BLUE BEARING SCHOOL’S MONOGRAM,
MANDATORY
HAIR BAND         DARK AMERICAN RED
CAP               DARK AMERICAN RED
MUFFLER          DARK AMERICAN RED
GLOVES            DARK AMERICAN RED
SOCKS             WHITE
SHOES             BLACK, BATA SCHOOL SHOES

UNIFORM FOR SPORTS

TROUSERS           WHITE WITH HOUSE COLOUR’S STRIPE
SHIRT             T-SHIRT, HOUSE COLOURED, HALF SLEEVES
SOCKS             WHITE
SHOES             WHITE, BATA CANVAS SHOES

C.C. to :
Mr. Saqib, New Rasheedsons Uniform; Hello # : 3481 – 3343, 3498 – 6272, 3660 – 4311, 3660 - 5511
Mr. Sultan Ahmed, New Rasheedsons Uniform; Hello # : 0333-3137740, 0312-3137740
Mr. Waseem Panjwani, New Humera & Hamza Uniform; Hello # : 0322-2590060, 021-35412776